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Computer aided visual sleep EEG scoring
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Abstract: This paper describes requirements on sleep
analyzing progranrs to support human experts in
classifying the macrostructure and microstructure of
sleep. The described features are realized in a computer
program used in our laboratory.
INTRODUCTION
Analyzing sleep EEG is a very tedious task, because the
r.corded sreep is do"u-"ot"o on
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is therefore highiy .

the help of computer programs
webomå. EEG daå nowadays is recorded by påperless
EEG equipment based on computer technology and
therefore it is obvious !o do also visual scoring on

epoch length selection

variable ordinal scale
rulers for 40 and 75pV (adjustable)
lines for every second
epoch selection
display selected channels of adjacent epochs

sleep staging and sleep microstructue analysis
classifrcation storage and loading
sleep profile

measurement ofmicrostructures oftbe signals
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computer sqeen. However, there exist some differences
mmpared with scoring based on paper charts. Computers .
can provide some tools to lighten the eKpert's tåsk.
Programs should not only nodel the paper scoring .
environment, but should Fovide some additionål tools for
enhancing scoring quality. Usually visual scgr_tnC_.gf one
r
and the same EEG by different experts yields different
results. Even scoring of tle same dåta by the same expert
at different times nray yield different results. Obviously,
decreasing this variability is worth striving for.
.
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MATERIAL AND METHOD

A) Paper Scoring
Every page of the whole recording represents a single
epoch of 20 or 30 seconds. Experts analyze them visually
and assign a sleep ståge. Each sleep ståge is charactetized
by a special microstructure like spindle activity, delta
waves etc. The sleep ståge of each epoch is written into a
scoring form to draw sleep profiles.

B) Scoring with computers
A great problem of sleep scoring is the great inter- and
infta-rater variability. This problem is based on the manual
of Rechtschaffen & Kales containing the rules for sleep

staging. The rules are partly too narrow, partly too
unspecified broad and partly too complex, and for some
situations the manual does not have any rules. For a
detailed critic see [1].
C) Requirements
Computer progrutms have

to meet the following

requirements or minimal functionality:
1. Data presentation on screen

o
o

channel selection
channel arrangement

print

criteria selection (Rechtschaffen & Kales or others)
declaration oföe measued channel
moveable rulers to prove the length of spindles
moveable rulen to prove the height and length

ofK-

complexes
marking areas and automatically epoch percenlage

display

marking rulers for delta waves, which count the
percentage within the presented epoch

phusibility rules, which remembers the human
i"ot"., ..g. not to classify stage 4 when the deltå
wave counter displays less than 50% in case of
Rechtschaffen & Kales criteria
comment fields for every epoch

storage of selected criteria, epoch length and the
channel which was used for detailed measurements

RESULTS

20 channel sleep EEG records of 10 healthy persons
were analyzed. 18 electrodes were placed at the basic
positions (excluding Fp2) according to the international
10120 system. Recording was made against averaged
mastoid electrodes. By means of our program sleep stages
were detennined and essential features were marked.
Figure I presents a selection of channels which show the
main features of this analysis window. The other channels
were excluded. Lead C4 is read colored on the screen. The

vertical lines indicate the time scale of one second. A
dotted vertical line in the middle of the screen divides the
20 sec epoch into two halves and is also red colored. On
the right lower corner there are two moveable rulers for
amplitude measurements.
Figure 2 shows the full EEG display with the marking
facilities. In this epoch sleep spindles are marked. The
marked signals can be stored into a database for further
analyses.

Figure 3 represents a spindle comparison of two
different marking sessions of the same data. The difference
between both results indicate the intra-rater variabilitv in
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sleep EEG scoring. The marked spindles serve as input
of artificial neural networks in order to develop an

CONCLUSION

for spindle detection to identify
2 andlor 3. Furthennore, the implementation
of automatic microsructure analyses is based on this

In order to compare the results of two different sleep
stagings, the knowledge about the used criteria is
essential, e.g. using the criteria of Rechtschaffen and

automatic algorithm
sleep stage

or using them only as a

manual feature extraction.

Kales as determined

DISCUSSION

coarsemodel. The same concerns knowledge of the lead
to decide in ambiguous cases. The use of rulers and
percentage display can avoid that human scorers tend to
decide in ambiguous cases for a higher/lower stage.

Computer aided visual sleep EEG scoring has to deal

with several problems. Different users require different
performance. Every user (physician, neurologist) wants
to save his favorite working environment. All available
program functions must be grouped in a user and task
oriented way. E.g. sleep staging, marking features will
not be supported at the same time. Data display depends
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on the used screen resolution. For compatibility several
screen resolutions should be supported. It must be easily
possible to export marked features in a readable format.
Interfaces to feature analyzing programs must be added.
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